
 

 

 

Important Dates

ATTENDANCE POLICIES - 2
ADVOCATES CORNER - 3

WINTER FUN FEST SCHEDULE - 4
TOY DRIVES, GIFTS & GIVEAWAYS- 5-10
SCHOOL & COMMUNITY RESOURCES - 11
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Kasia Mazur
(708) 620-6433

kmazur@west40.org
 

Vicki Dimitrakakos
(224) 442-0378

vdimitrakakos@west40.org 

Due to the nature of our
school and our student

population, we understand
that your student may
require more frequent

doctor/ therapy
appointments and sick

time. 
 

Please inform your
student's Advocate of all

absences. They will
communicate it to the rest

of the staff and make
sure the absence is

recorded correctly. Any
questions, please reach

out to Mrs. Hoskins.

 
Attendance Policies

Contact Your Advocate
Miriam Cruz

(708) 568-1439
mcruz@west40.org

 
Entesar Ebrahimi 

(872) 239-4493
eebrahimi@west40.org
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Advocates' Corner
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     The advocates are taking students around the world to

learn about new cultures this week. The first stop is Greece.

A country located in Southern Europe where the weather is

always sunny. Greece is known for holding the first

Olympics, its greek yogurt, and its architecture. The country

is made up of 80% mountains, most popularly known as

Mount Olympus. 

     Many of the students were surprised to learn about some

of the laws in Greece. One interesting law is that at the age

of 16 to 45, men are made to serve in the military for at

least 9 months. Another fantastic fact the student learned

was that Mrs. Dimitrakakos' family is also from Greece!

     The second stop this week was Poland. The country is

located in the center of Europe. It is home to the world’s

largest castle, named The Castle of the Teutonic Order in

Malbork. Poland is also known for its great food. With a

large population here in the Midwest, it is possible to try 

 Paezki, Placki Ziemniaczane, and Gołąbki. Mrs. Mazur was

born in Poland. the kids enjoyed that fun fact, as well!

Greece and Poland
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STAY UPDATED THIS HOLIDAY SEASON BY VISITING

WEST40REMOTESCHOOL.COM

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE UNDER

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

We will meet you where you are.

We will be what you need.

We will walk further with you.

We will stand strong with you.
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